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Elizabeth George, whose books have sold more than 5 million copies, has written 
more than 40 books, study guides, and Bible studies, including her bestselling 
classic A Woman After God’s Own Heart® (nearly 1 million copies sold). She’s 
also a popular speaker at Christian women’s events. A sought-after media guest, 
George has appeared on many national radio and television shows produced 
by Crossroads Christian Communications, Moody Broadcasting, Christian 
TeleVision Network, and LeSEA Broadcasting. Her voice can also be heard on 
nationally-syndicated A Woman After God’s Own Heart® radio segments. 

Worry withFaith!
As if a global recession weren’t enough 
to worry about, Americans are now 
facing a global flu pandemic for 
the first time since the 1950s. The 
H1N1 flu has now been declared a 
national emergency by the Obama 
Administration, and people everywhere, 

from health officials to school teachers, are grappling with the 
question of how to handle the problem. 

Understandably, people are fearful—and no amount of hand 
sanitizer can completely erase the anxiety of what could happen 
in a worst-case scenario. But fretting about getting sick won’t do 
anything to stop a pandemic. So how can you remain calm in the 
face of the unpredictable?

Elizabeth George is a self-described “recovering worrier.” For many 
years, she struggled with anxiety over everything from health to 
finances. But today she knows the secret to finding true peace in the 
midst of life’s most challenging circumstances. 

“Because my own methods of getting rid of anxiety 
weren’t making any difference, I turned to the Bible 

for help. That’s when—and where—I found God’s 
life-changing truths that showed me the way to 

break my habit of worrying.”

In Breaking the Worry Habit...
Forever!, George invites readers 
to eliminate worry altogether as 

she examines 12 areas of daily life 
that cause anxiety in a woman’s 

heart. She acknowledges how hard 
it can be to “let go and let God” 

and offers practical step–by–step 
advice to help women...

Find the positive in * 
negative situations 
Understand what they can * 
and can’t change 
Know what to do when * 
they feel overwhelmed 
Develop proactive skills to * 
head off anxiety 
Understand that Christ is * 
with them always 

Flu Fears?Flu Fears?
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You describe yourself as a “recovering worrier.” What were some of the  ¾
things you used to worry about?

How did you eventually overcome your struggle with worry? ¾

What would you say are the top three things women worry about most? ¾

Let’s talk about financial fears. Why do so many of us worry over money?  ¾
And how can we stop?

You say we must learn to be content. How can we do that? ¾

Isn’t it natural for mothers to worry about their kids? What’s the difference between normal  ¾
parental concern and worrying too much?

You have a chapter called “I’m 30 and still single.” Tell us about that. ¾

You mention several times throughout your book that we are commanded by Jesus not to worry.  ¾
Do you think worry is a sin?

Even though most of the time you say we are not supposed to worry, you have one chapter where  ¾
you talk about “good worry.” Please explain.

We all desire the approval of others. You have a chapter titled “What will others think?” Tell us,  ¾
what’s the danger of people pleasing?

Are there some good examples in the Bible of people who struggled with worry? Can you share  ¾
one with us?

So many times, we struggle with the “what ifs” in life. What’s the key to overcoming those  ¾
nagging fears?
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